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ABSTRACT Ful1y ab initio theoretica1 simulations of the
rates of e1ectron ejection caused by coup1ing between vibra-
ti,onat and elect,ronic motion of molecu1ar anions have been,
performed. 'These calcu1ations are aimed at int~rpreting data
or recent experiments in which anions are observed to undergo
e1ectron lass as they are excited via sequentia1 infrared
ph~~on ab_spóPtion. Resu~ts; of the present" study s,how t~a~
10 - 10 - sec are requ~sed to :~hake" an 'e1ectron orf ~1H
whereas OH requires 10 - 10 sec. These 10ng 11ved
e"xcited anion states may be observed as sharp featu.res in
photodetachment spectra. The mo1ecu1ar orbi'ta1 out ór which
the electron is ejected is found to govern th~ overa11
ejection rate; the branching ratios for decay into vibration-
al leve1s of the neu\ra1 are strong1y affected by vibfationa1
energy and momentum considerations. The ejection rates of
a11 molecu1ar anions which have been experimentally studied
to date are thoughi to1ie between the LiH- and OH- rates.

A. INTRODUCTION: What is the Experimenta1 Situ~tion?

Recent lon Cyclotron Resbnance (ICR) experiments1 6f Brauman

~ ~ and Beauchamp ~ ~ indicate that vibrationa11y excited

mo1ecular anions (e.g., benzYl. a11y1, enolates, ani1ide, 2.4-

hexadienyl, and l,3-cycloheptadieny1) undergo e1ectron lass to

yield corresponding" neutral radicals. Infrared laser radiation

in the fluen'ce range 0.1-3 Jou1es cm-2 is used to vibrationally
excite these anions which are in an ICR cell at ~ 10-6 torr.

The ICR ion signal is found to decrease by an amollnt which de-

pends upon the tluence (F)of the laser. The 10ss of ion silna~

has been attributedl.2 to electron ejection caused by vibrat'o~-
to-electronic (v-~) energy transfer within the isolated a~lon.

To compareGthe rates of IR photon absorption, intramo1ecular
, rl ' ~ ..

vibrational energy redistributicn. arfd v-e energy transufer. it is

useful to compute the average "number l of IR photons per cm2 per

sec which impinge on the ICR cell: l = 5.05 x 103lF (f'.)-l, with
the tluence F in Joule's cm-2, the laser's pulse duration . in ns,

and ~ the IR photon energy in cm-l. Using ~ ~ 1000 cm-l.

. ~ 1000 ns, F ~ 0.1 J cm-2. which are in l1ne with the experi-
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mental conditions of ref. (1). gives 4> ~ 5 x"1024 photons cm-2

sec-l. An IR absorption cross-section of o ~ 10-18 cm2 gives

rise to an absorptio~ rate of 4>0' 5 x 106 photons sec-l; for F =
1 J cm-2. 4>0,5 x 107. Thus the ICR experiments produce

s e que nt i a l vi b r at i on a l e xc it a t i ons s pa c e d bY ~ 2O-2OO ns . Thi s

time between IR photon absorptions is much larger than the time

0.1-0.001 ns needed for intramolecular vibrational energ} re-
distribution. Hence. it is likely that between IR photon absorp-

tions. the energy is distributed among the vibrational-rotational

modes of the anion even in the low-pressure ICR environment.

These IR absorption rates together with the l aser pul se

time (~'1000 os) and the photon energy (, 1000 cm-l) allow us to

estimate that 5-50 photons (or 0.6-6 eY of energy) are absorbed

by a typical .anion prior to electron ejection. There can be more

than enough energy in such anions to detach an electron (electron
affinities of .the anions studied range trem 0.3 eV to ~ 2 eV) or

to break chemical bonds. However. the rapid intramolecular

energx redistribution makes it improbable that any one internal

degree of freedom contains much greater than its equipart'ition

"share" of this energy.

Statistical techniques such as RRKM theory3 can be used to

estimate how frequently any particular anion geometry is sampled

given a total anion energy in the range ~ 0.6-6 eV. If one were
able both to identify those anion geometries near which v-e

energy coupling is strong and to estimate the rat e of v-e energy

transfer. RRKM-like approaches might be used to test the v-e
mechanism of refs. (1) and (2). Unfortunately. such a simulation

of the ICR experiment is essentially impossible. Although we

have same id~a about ~he energy content of the anions studied in
ref. (1). the experimental methqd (IR sequential photon absorp-

tion) simply does not permit one to precisely determine it.

Moreover, for polyatomic anions it is a formidab]e task to search

the anion and radical multidimensional potential energy surfaces

for geometries where v-e coupliQg is large.~
B. Theoretical Simulation for Limitin~-Case Anions



1. Why LiH- and OH-?

Because of th~ severe 'di"fficulties involved in per,.[orming a
full theoretica'l. an'a'lysis of"-. the v-e detachment process for

polyatomic anions, we decided to und'ertake a study of two

diatomit anions (LiH- and OH":) which we view as limiting cases in

the sense that v-e energy transfer s~ould be very fa~~le in LiH-

and very slow in OH-. We chos.e to work on1.;.d4atornic species to

eliminate ~ncertainty about the energy content o{ thc ~active
vi brat i ona 1 mode. Li H- was chosen because i t! .has a sma~ll

adiab,a;tic ~etachment energy4 (~0.3 eV) and b.eca.\lse lt>he' ener.gy

and, "si~e" of its 3a orbital (an sp hybrjd orbital 10,ca".Jized on'

the Li center directed dwaJ from the H center;) ~are strongliy
affected by vibr,ation of the Li-H hond. Heselfacts;",lI)ake LiH- an

e,x,cellent cand.idate for rapid v-e ener,gy tliansfer:, and rap..id
electron ejection. OH- was chosen (pr study~ becaus'e it has. a

re,lj)atively 1,arge detachment energy5 (~c1~8 eV)" and its active
n,o.J1bo.nding 11 orbital i,s localized,. qn t.he O~ centerJ and 'is no.t,

st r.q.ngl?y .affec.ted "by mot i on of" ,t he O-H bond. I-jence, OH- i s

expecte"d ~to yie\d small v.,.e coupltng and slow electron ejection
rat.es. Of co,urs,e" the fatt- that OH- and liH- contain f,ew

e1ectrons a1so played an importaQt role in our, decision to .use.. ,,~
them as our limiting case anions; they are small enough to permit

~ ~ . , <"'!

decent ~initio quantum chemical treatment.,
2. How Do We Evaluate the Ejection Rates?

An expression for the rat e W(sec-1) of v-e electron eject/dn

has beeng i ven2 '
. "3. 211 h I ° *. d . . d -

1

2
W = -y <xv/(R) J !jIk (r,R);dR !jI_(r,R) dr dR xv(R» 1 p

II

in terms of the anion's active orbita1!jl- ~~d vibrational

wavefuncti~ns x~, the continuum orbital!j1k d~scribing ih~
ejected e1ectron, and the neutra1's vibrationa1 wavefunctions

X~I and reduced mass II. p is the density of trans1at'ional
states of the free electron. The kinetic energy of the electron

is determined by the difference between the anion (ev-) and~, 2 2
neutral (eo,) vibrational energies: -2h k = e- - eo,.V . m v ve



Using ,rHh,ly accurate ~ initio potentia1 en,ergy curves4

(E-(R). Eo(R)) ~omputed by LiiU ~ & for LiH- and LiH. wet

obtained th,e anion and neutra1 vibrationa1 energies and

wavefunctions (and hence ~R x~). For OH- and OH. spectroscopic

data of Lineberger5 and others6 were used to determine the

parameters of the Morse potentia1s.

The bound anion's e1ectronic orbital '- (30 for EiH-. 111'for
OH-) waseva1uated as a 1inear combination of Gaussian-type

atomie orbita1s {gj}: ,_Cr.R)= 4 Cj(R) gj(r.R). The Gaussian
basis sets employed were re1ati{,e1y 1arge and wer"e carefully

chosen' to provide a geod description of the anion's diffuse

charge densitj. The LCAO-MOexpansion coefficients {Cj{R)}were
eva,luated at numerous hond 1engths (R). using the Hartree-Fock

se1f-consisten-t field procedure. and then1east-squares fit to a

po1ynomia1 in. R'.V This fitting process allows ~R Cj(R)"and
hence ~R ,- to be' stra'ightforward1y eva1uated. Theconti'nuum

orbita1 'k de~criblng the ejecte~ e1ectron was apploximate~ ~~ a
p1ane'wave exp(ik.r) orthogona1ized to the occupi'ed orbitalsof

.7 + I
+ +

He anion: 'k ~exp(lK'r) - 4 <'.i ex~(ik.r» 'j' The wave-
-. . J = occupled .

vector magnitude k is determined by the energy difference '

< - €~,. Th e CIe Br o g 1 i e ~ wa vel e n g t h A = f!- o f t h e e j e ~\e d
e1ectron was found. for a11 of the LiH- and OH- transitions- "
studied to be 1arger than 15 A.

3. Resu1ts of Theoretica1 Simu1ation of Ejection Rates
Given the anion and neutra1 e1ectronic and vibrational

wavef~nctions and there1quisite derivatives (~'R '- and ~R x~).
we were able ,1:0, eya1uat~ the transition rates (W) for numerous
LiH- and OH- ejection transitions. These rates are given be1ow
in Tab1es 1 and II.

One immediate1y notices that the state-to-state LiH-

detachment rates (2 x 105 - 4 x 109 set-l) are generally higher

than those for OH- (3 x 101 - 6 x 105 sec-l).' The sum of the

rates of decay out of each anion level €~ joto a11 accessible

neutral levels €~I determines the 1ifetimes of the €~ level. The
-9 -10 . - d 10 -5 10 -6

decay lifetimes (10 - 10 set for L1H an - set



w ~ " . , ft(\
for OH-) are much longer than the anion's fundament al vibration

period (2.829 ~-14 s'ecfor LiH- and 9.033 x 10-15 sec for

OH-). J'T'hus,"'LiH- m~st vibrate atleast 7000 times before an

electr~n is eject~d; OH- re~uires at least 108 vibrati~ns. The
> t'

primary origin of this large difference in lifetimes lies in the
" - ~

fact that the L i H- 30 orbital ha s a much stronger R-dependence

ttian does the l1r ~H-' orbita l (i. e., ~:- i s larger (or Li H- than
for OH-).

The long lffetimes p"redicted for these vibrationally hot

anions have implicatio~s for experiments7 designed to probe ther

v-e ejec'tion proces's using overtone excitation to prepare the,"
excited anion~ The same ~hoton used to vibrationalty excite the

ani on (e. g.. LiH - (v = o) + hv +" L~H- (v = 3» c an al s o d i r ec t l Y

detach the electron via an electric' dipole transition (e.g. LiH-
~ .' l

(v = o) + hv +" LiH (vi = o) + e). Cross-sect'ions (o) for the
r .fi J "- .-17 2

photodetachment (direct) process are typically ~ 10 c,m, and

are relatively smoothly varyi~ng over energy ranges' which are- "'I"'"
smal l with respect to vibratiorial spacings5 of the neutral

'" ~

molecule. Fundamental infrared absorption cross-sections are

~ 10-18 - 10-20 cm2, and ~vertone transitions usually have
intensities which are ten time"s smaller for each ove;tone order

n. Hence,the photodetachment ,spectrum is expected, near the

photon energy corresponding to o~ertone excitation of the anion:
to show a resonance feature with strength lower than t~at of the

direct process. Because of the long lifettme~ of the vi8ration-
I , r I "

ally excited anions, the widt~ of the resonance feature is not

Heise"nberg limited. °Thus, it "may ~e experimentally possible to
detect the occurence of the v-e process by looking for resonances

in the photodetachment spectra of anlons.,. '9 ~"

" The data of Tables I and II also indicate that transitions
which involve small energy changes are usually favored (e.g.,

LiH- (v = 7) decays at a much higher rate to v' = 3 LiH than to1 , I

v' = O, 1, or 2 LiH)." To investigate the origins of these

propensities, we performed a number of "model calculations" in

which we artificialll.. modified the overlaps between X~I



and ~R XV' By ,shifting, the UH 0/ OH Jequilibrium band length,
we vary only xov '; e:-v - e:OV<' and4> k remain un~clJ:ariged. We found. f . ~~" ~
that a 0.05 A increase (decrease) in the UH band length gave

, ' ., ,<., ~., 1 " V ~ ' '.' '
ris~ to a ten-fold decrease (increase) in the various detachment

" J$'. ."
rates. Si,mi1ar changes in the OH band lengthyielded simi1arar >Ii. ",",,\ '," ~
changes in the OH- ejectionrate. "'~y shifting the relative

') ~, f "-', ~

equilibrium band lengths(Re) of the ~ni,on a~?, ~eutral, we, move.
th~ vibrational functions 'X~I and" ~R x~ ~elative to ~ne
another. This then alters thetr phase relation and their,- ~'9, !

overlap. S"hitting the relative Re'S' also chan ges the spacing
, t,~ ~ ' \

between the anion (E-) and ne~ral., (Eo) potential energy
o "" ;r.f-~ '$ód - ~,

curve.s. Howeyer, the Eo-C" spacing ~nd the",l'v' SR ,XV ov:rla~
~re not independent sin~e th,e local shapes, of xv,, an~ Xy are
de~termi'hed bYHt~e local vibr~a,tional kinetic energies e:v-E (R)

I' o o '

~f!,d e:v,-E.tR),~ ",r]espect,ively. '" '. \
In surill:nary, it seems that vibrational energy and momentum

" ~,tI ~"od - ')
constraints, as embodiedin the Xv' dR Xv factors, are mo~t:> '1""'; ,

important. in determin.ing 't,he p.,rope,nsities. The electronic
deta11s dominate the absolute rate. It should not be too

, !l -., I f,

su rpri s ing that t he e l ect ran i c facto rs a re less tmportant to t he. ' ' r - " """" '
propensities because the ejected electrons' deBroglie.." CI
wavelengths are at least 15 A for a11 of the transitions studied

he re, a s a r e s u lt o f whi c h t he i nt e gr a l f. ~: ~R. ~- d~ va r i e s onl y
, - o 1 " L" .

weakly with e:v - e:v"J" .J

C. Concluding Remarks « 9

I nt e rp r et at i on o f th e e xp e r i me nt a l da t a o f Br a uma n e t a l and
., «", fi ->I,L" --

of Beauchamp et al presents challenges to the theoretician.
c - ,.., "

Uncertainties regarding energy content of the anions excited by, ~ { ., t , "'

sequential IR photon absorption together with a large number of
, , , , ~

internal degrees of freedom ,~ombine to make,c'a simulation qf the
1 " ~

v-e energy transfer mechanism for electron ejection impracti-. \

cal. To obtain a range of rates for v-e energy transfer whi:h

should cover most molecular anions which have been experimentally
"Q

studied to da'te, we, carried out a fully,~ initio study of LiH-
and OH-. The lifetimes associated with electron 1°55 of various



LiH- vibrat ion 1evel s (10-9 -'10-6 sec) were found to be much

s ho r t e r t ha n t hos e .f o r OH- (10-.5 - 10-6 sec ) . The o r i g i n o f t hi s
rabe difference for these "limit ing case" anions li es in the

dependence of the anions' active.. ocbital on band length (R); ::-
is much larger for the 3a orbital of LiH- than for the Iw orbital

of OH-.,Even the shortest lived LiH- level has a Heisenberg
width (, .1 cm-l) narrow enough to possibly allow observation of

these decaying states as resonances in the anion's photodetach-

ment spectrum.
The branching ratios for the production of various neutral

vibrational states trem a given anion vibrational leVel were

found to be dominated by vibrational energy and momentum

factors rather t,han by electr;onic. details. Trans,itions to the

energetically closest neutral vibrational level were generally

found to be larger than those to other levels.
Our werk aimed at understanding the multiple pnot,on ICR

experiments is continuing. The computational data Dn LiH- and
~H- provide us with a range of rates within which we ixpect most
v-e ejection ~ates to fall. They also give same insight into how
the electronic and vibrational factors affect the v-e rates and

branching r;,atios. We are presently in the process of performing
an ab initio simulati~on of the v-e ejection rabe of the enolate-- I .,
H2CCOH. in which thA toRsiqn and "puckering" of the H2C-group is
treated as the single active vibration."

Table l. LfH-'detachment rat es (109 sec-l) and

lifetimes (10-10 sec).
vl .v 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 2.30 .34 .02 .0007 .002 .001 .01 .0002
1 4.83 1.61 .20 .Ol .006 .001 .004
2 4.04 .80 .08 .01 .02
3 3.34 1.96 .34 .04
4 2.82 .84
Life-
times 4.35 1.94 6.12 2.36 2.41 4.87 3.15 11.0
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Table II. OH- detachment rates (105 sec-1) and

ltfetimes 00-6 se)

v I , v 5 6 7 8 ' 9 10 11
'" .

'O .'65 1.36 f :'"55 .'15 .03 .005 .0003
1 i.97 2.84 L12 .35 .09
2 1.7"9 5.96 3.67 1.59
3 3.41 5.87
Li f e- ,

t imes 15.4 7.35 2.21 2.09 1. 41 1. 35 1. 30
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